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Design description 
1.Introduction 

This is the VN project design document which assesses the interaction of the objects inside and between the 
VN host and VN client. 

1.1Purpose of this document 
This document is intended to provide insight in how the VN system is designed. It includes a detailed 
description on how the messages are passed between the objects in order to bootstrap VM’s. 

1.2Project scope 
The VN system requires a job submission infrastructure in order to automate its operation. Job submission 
systems are not covered by this document. 

1.3Definitions and abbreviations 
The definitions and abbreviations used in this document are covered by a dictionary. The dictionary 
document is bundled with this document. 

1.4References 
Parts of this document cover communication over socket connections. When selecting which ports to use in 
order to avoid firewall issues the following document is referenced. 

• http://www.ncftp.com/ncftpd/doc/misc/ephemeral_ports.html  

1.5Document overview 
After the document description of this first chapter the second chapter will provide a background of the use 
cases involved in the VN project. Then in the third chapter a elaboration on the system messages is made 
by illustrating and describing the detail of the messages. The objects involved in the message interaction 
are modeled with design class diagrams and later each class is described.  
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2.Background and overview 
This chapter elaborates on the use cases which have been conducted and provide the basis for the software 
design and modeling in chapter three. 

2.1Use-case model 
The ”Schedule build” use case shown in figure 1 is the main objective of this project. The diagram is 
simple and describes the one user goal needed to be satisfied. As written in the requirement specification 
document; the “Match existing platform” case is not accessed by the VN project, but is an alternative to 
bootstrap a VM. 

 
Figure 1 – User schedules a build, which is run by the VN system if no native build server is available 

 

The user simply wants the results of the job, weather it is run a VM or natively on a worker node. Any of 
the two alternatives must be transparent, so that a user can be confident that the build is run regardless of 
the status of the ETICS build servers and the availability of build platforms. 

The second use case regards the preparation of VM images. The ETICS administrator must be able to 
install the VN client efficiently. The installation may be automated and should not require any user input. 
This use case must print the outcome of the installation and report any failures and error codes to the log. 
The use case diagram is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Installing the VN client on a virtual machine image. 

 

2.2Non-functional requirements 
The only non-functional requirement stated in the requirement specification document is that the VN 
application must be robust. Upon deployment the worker node requirements must be verified and accepted 
if and only if they are found adequate. 

It must be expected that the bootstrapping process can fail in any step. The effort to prevent interruptions 
includes an extensive exception handling of the entire process. Nevertheless, the process must still fail 
unexpectedly. In order to counter this problem the VN application must provide precise error codes and 
possible causes. Especially since the developer of the VN application might not be available to diagnose the 
problem. 

This non-functional requirement is not possible to quantify. It is still included to emphasize the importance. 

2.3Dependencies and assumptions 
The VN host must be provided with a virtual machine image name according to the virtual machine naming 
convention. This is needed in order to use a default configuration in the XML file. In the time of writing 
this convention has not yet been settled.  

The VN system relies on a job submission infrastructure and virtual machine image repository. 
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3.Design 
The VN system is designed to handle VM’s using any hypervisor, given that the runtime environment is 
present on the worker node and the VM.  

In case the worker node was to fail the requirements or an error occurs the VN host will exit with a specific 
error code and a message that informs what failed. This enables the ETICS server to take action depending 
on the output, either resubmitting the job to another worker node or log the error message to the report. 

All exceptions will be handled in the respective classes and associated with a specific error code. 

This project utilizes the Singleton pattern, which means that each Singleton class holds its one instance that 
is accessible through the getInstance method. Whenever a Singleton class is described in this document it 
implies that the class has this method and is publicly available.  

 

3.1Choice of controller 
Since the VN system consists of a host and a client, the following section will describe the host controller 
and the latter will describe the client controller. 

VN host controller: 

The host controller is implemented by the VirtualMachineHost class which is a Singleton class. As the 
class name implies this is the VM represented on the host side of the VN system. 

When determining the name for this class it was considered to be named VirtualMachineController. This 
would be a better description of the class and the name would be used on the VN client as well. However, 
this would cause some editing confusions.  It would be easy to mix the host class with the client class when 
developing on both projects. A name which made it easier to distinguish the classes was therefore chosen, 
VirtualMachineHost on the host side and VirtualMachineClient on the client side. 

The VirtualMachineHost was chosen to be the controller with focus on enforcing low coupling and high 
cohesion. 

• Low coupling - The VirtualMachineHost will control the process of the deployment without 
going into details of how the objects with perform their task. Classes should be easily replaceable. 
This gives low coupling between the controller and the model. 

• High cohesion – Each class will perform tasks well within the domain that the name implies. 

There was one exception which can be discussed, the ConnectionHandler. First of all, the class name 
should involve the word controller and should be named to reflect which side of the distributed system it 
resides in, host or client. 

It was considered that the communication protocol and clientConnection object would pollute the 
VirtualMachineController class and was therefore kept in its own class. 

 
VN client controller: 
The VN client employs the same principle as the VN host. 
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3.2Use case - Schedule build 
The user who schedules a build in the ETICS infrastructure does not need to have any knowledge of the 
matching of platforms or the process of bootstrapping a VM. The user goal is simply to get the results of 
the build and test job that is scheduled, so if the job submitter in ETICS infrastructure chooses to bootstrap 
a VM using the VN system it will be transparent to the user. Given the conditions that no physical machine 
is available to process the request, a VM is bootstrapped. This document is not intended to handle the 
process of matching native platforms, but it is included in order to inform the reader that this is the 
alternative and preferred scenario since it provides native performance compared to bootstrapping a VM. 
 
The system sequence is shown in figure 3, the message descriptions then follow. 
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Figure 3 – The determination of build platform and launch of the selected platform 
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3.2.1System message 1.1  : Main 
The class name Main was not selected from the domain model although it should where it is represented as 
Interface, preferably CommandLineInterface. The Main name was chosen from the fact that when the Java 
interpreter executes a jar file it will read the jar manifest, which specifies which file to run - otherwise it 
will run the Main class. The manifest might not always be generated correctly when working with 
developers with different IDE’s - causing the jar not to execute. This class name was therefore left to the 
default name. 
 
A static instance of the Main class is created when invoking the public static void main(String[] args). The 
method will determine the input, which will be a VM name in this use case. When provided with the “–
name” argument the Main class will assume that the imageName argument is a valid image name according 
to the VM image naming convention. The image name must be provided as an input parameter to the 
method and not the constructor because the VirtualMachineHost is a Singleton class instantiated when 
calling the getInstance method. 
 

3.2.2 System message 1.1 controller : VirtualMachineHost : boolean deployVM 
This method will initiate the process of deploying a VM and act as the controller as discussed in section 
3.1. The VM image name must be in accordance with the ETICS convention for naming VM images.  

The name of the VirtualMachineHost is selected from the domain model. It represents the combination of a 
VirtualMachine deployed on a Host. The design enforces a Singleton pattern where there is a one to one 
relationship with the VirtualMachineHost: 

• WorkerNode - The VirtualMachineHost instance interacts with the WorkerNode class 
which provides information on the environment. 

• XmlParser – Is the instance that provide the Hypervisor-VirtualMachine configurations  

• FileTailer – Is the instance that listens for the VN client on the boot log.  

 

3.2.3 System message 1.2 - system : WorkerNode : verifySystemRequirements 
The VirtualMachineHost will proceed by gathering and logging information about the physical machine it 
has been deployed into. As stated in the document overview of section 1.5 the internal sequence of 
messages in the WorkerNode object is shown in section 3.3, verifySystemRequirements as a subsystem 
sequence diagram. Given that the conditions have been met, the method will return the Boolean value 
“true”.  

3.2.4 System message 1.3 xml : XmlParser : ArrayList<DetectionPhase> getDetectionCommands 
The VirtualMachineHost will invoke this method by accessing the static XmlParser object through the 
getInstance method. The XmlParser will collect all detect-nodes in the bootstrapper.xml document and 
create a DetectionPhase object from each node from the node attributes. The DetectionPhases will be put in 
a ArrayList, which enables use of the Collection API. 
 

3.2.5 System message 1.4 current : DetectionPhase : new DetectionPhase 
This is a constructor that takes a string array of a command, the hypervisor name string and the hypervisor 
version string. 
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3.2.6 System message 1.4 current : DetectionPhase : boolean runCommands 
This system message is issued inside a loop which run the command(s) associated with the current 
DetectionPhase. If the command(s) is executed successfully, the VN host will assume that the current 
hypervisor contains a valid configuration and invoke the getVirtualMachines method of that hypervisor and 
add its VirtualMachines to the usableVirtualMachines ArrayList. 
 

3.2.7 System message 1.4 xml : XmlParser : ArrayList<Hypervisor> getHypervisors 
This message is invoked with the input parameters name and version strings. For all the Hypervisor objects 
found - a message call to the getVirtualMachines method is made, including an object reference to it self – 
making it a recursive method. 
 

3.2.8 System message 1.4 xml : XmlParser : ArrayList<VirtualMachine> getVirtualMachines 
This message returns all the VirtualMachine objects related to the Hypervisor parent - passed as an input 
argument. It is a recursive method that returns an ArrayList containing all the Phases found. 
 

3.2.9 System message 1.4 newHypervisor : ArrayList<Phase> getPhases 
This message adds all the Phase objects related to the VirtualMachine parent - passed as an input argument. 
It is a recursive method that returns an ArrayList containing all the Phases found. 
 

3.2.10 System message 1.4 detectedHypervisors : ArrayList : void addAll 
This is a message to the ArrayList which adds all the Hypervisor objects found given the Hypervisor name 
and version. 
 

3.2.11 System message 1.4 usableVirtualMachines : ArrayList : new ArrayList<VirtualMachine> 
The message is a constructor call that creates a new ArrayList that maintains the VirtualMachine objects 
found to be usable on the worker node. 
 

3.2.12 System message 1.4 usableVirtualMachines : ArrayList<VirtualMachine> getVirtualMachines 
This message is made to the ArrayList containing the detectedHypervisors, extracting all the 
VirtualMachine objects that can run on this worker node. 
 

3.2.13 System message 1.4 usableVirtualMachines : ArrayList : addAll 
This message adds all the VirtualMachine objects extracted from the previous message into the 
usableVirtualMachines ArrayList. 

3.2.14 System message 1.4 usableVirtualMachines : ArrayList : void sort 
This message is to the ArrayList API, which inherits from the Collections API. The message calls for a 
sorting of the ArrayList by using the stable merge-sort algorithm. 
 

3.2.15 System message 1.4 bestPick : usableVirtualMachines  : VirtualMachine : get 
Gets the VirtualMachine object bestPick  
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3.2.16 System message 1.4 VirtualMachine  : ArrayList<Phase > getPhases 
This method is called inside a loop which gets all the Phases of the current VirtualMachine configuration, 
considered to be the best choice. 
 

3.2.17 System message 1.4 VirtualMachine : boolean runCommands 
This message launches the configuration launches the best configuration and exits the loop if all phases was 
completed successfully. 
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3.3 Use case - Schedule build 
The previous system sequence diagram detailed the process of settling the conditions and preparing the 
correct configuration for the VN host. The following system sequence diagram shows what the VN host 
does when the VM has booted with the exception of the three last messages which unfortunately is not 
shown on the diagram The sequence diagrams have been separated in order to present the material to the 
user in a readable size. Another measure is that the ETICS2 user is not part of this second diagram, 
although it should. The diagram is shown in figure 4. 
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3.3.1 System message 1.4 FileTail : void listenForClient 
This message runs in a thread that lists the boot log of the VM while it is booting up. When the VMB client 
is started it will output all the IP-addresses registered in the VM to this boot log. The VMB host will listen 
for messages in an expected format and use the IP-address sent to connect to the client. 
 

3.3.2 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : void startCommunication 
This message creates a new ClientConnection object named clientConnection and starts it in a new thread.  
 

3.3.3 System message 1.4 clientConnection : new ClientConnection 
Method head 
 ( 
 String ipAddress 

, int portNumber 
)  
This message creates a new ClientConnection instance and the parameters are stored in the object. The 
command for starting a new thread does not take any parameters so it is stored upon creation. 
 

3.3.4 System message 1.4 message : new Message 
Method head 
( 
String message = “Virtual machine ready?” 
, int operationCode = Message.VM_READY 
, String fileName = null 
) 
This message creates a new Message object with the predefined parameters specified in the 
ConnectionHandler class for starting the communication.  
 

3.3.5 System message 1.4 clientConnection : boolean sendMessage 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Host side: This message sends the message object given as a serialized object by the overridden 
writeObject method in the Message class. 
 

3.3.6 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : Message determineResponse 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Client side: This message interprets the Message object received by evaluating the operationCode 
contained within the message. The method creates a new Message object which in this case is a 
confirmation to the host that the VM is ready to accept the job. 
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3.3.7 System message 1.4 message : new Message 
Method head 
( 
String message = “Go ahead!” 
, int operationCode = Message.ACCEPT 
, String fileName = null 
) 
 
This message creates a new Message object with the debug message “Go ahead”, operation code which 
indicates that the VM is ready to accept the job and nulltype for filename since this is not a file operation.  

 

3.3.8 System message 1.4 clientConnection : boolean sendMessage 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Client side: This message sends the message object given as a serialized object by the overridden 
writeObject method in the Message class. 
 

3.3.9 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : Message determineResponse 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Host side: This message interprets the Message object received by evaluating the operationCode contained 
within the message. The method creates a new Message object which in this case is a file operation  
 

3.3.10 System message 1.4 message : new Message 
Method head 
( 
String message = “Sending job” 
, int operationCode = Message.SEND_JOB 
, String fileName = “Task.sh” 
) 
This message creates a new Message object with the debug message “send job”, operation code which 
indicates that the message is a file operation and the filename “Task.sh” which is the filename of the file 
located in the same folder the bootstrapperhost.jar resides in.  

 

3.3.11 System message 1.4 clientConnection : boolean sendMessage 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Host side: This message sends the message object given as a serialized object by the overridden 
writeObject method in the Message class. 
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3.3.12 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : void determineResponse 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Client side: This message interprets the Message object received by evaluating the operationCode 
contained within the message. The method creates a new Message object which in this case is a 
confirmation to the host that the VM is ready to accept the job 
 

3.3.13 System message 1.4 message : new Message 
Method head 
( 
String message = “Go ahead!” 
, int operationCode = Message.ACCEPT 
, String fileName = null 
) 
This message creates a new Message object with the debug message “Go ahead”, operation code which 
indicates that the VM is ready to accept the job and nulltype for filename.  
 

3.3.14 System message 1.4 clientConnection : void sendMessage 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Client side: This message sends the message object given as a serialized object by the overridden 
writeObject method in the Message class. 

 

3.3.15 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : void launchBatch 
Message head() 
This message creates a new CommandExecutor object and run the command {“sh”, filename”} 
 

3.3.16 System message 1.4 CommandExecutor : boolean executeCommand 
Method head( 
String[] commands 
, String filename 
) 
This message executes the string array command received and waits it to exit. 

3.3.17 System message 1.4 GZIPHandler : void compressFile 
Method head( 
String location 
) 
This message compresses the results folder into a results.tar.gz and returns. 
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3.3.18 System message 1.4 message : new Message 
Method head 
( 
String message = “Transfer batch results” 
, int operationCode = Message.TRANSFER_BATCH_RESULTS 
, String fileName = “results.tar.gz” 
) 
This message creates a new Message object with the debug message “Transfer batch results”, operation 
code which indicates that is a file operation and the “results.tar.gz” for filename.  
 

3.3.19 System message 1.4 clientConnection : void sendMessage 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Client side: This message sends the message object given as a serialized object by the overridden 
writeObject method in the Message class. 

 

3.3.20 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : Message determineResponse 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Host side: This message interprets the Message object received by evaluating the operationCode contained 
within the message. The method creates a new Message object which in this case is a confirmation from the 
host that the VM can shut down 
 

3.3.21 System message 1.4 message : new Message 
Method head 
( 
String message = “Shutdown!” 
, int operationCode = Message.SHUTDOWN 
, String fileName = null 
) 
This message creates a new Message object with the debug message “Shutdown!”, operation code which 
indicates that the VM must shut down and nulltype for filename.  

3.3.22 System message 1.4 ConnectionHandler : Message determineResponse 
Method head 
( 
Message message 
) 
Client side: This message interprets the Message object received by evaluating the operationCode 
contained within the message. The method creates a new Message object which in this case is a 
confirmation from the host that the VM can shut down 
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3.3.23 System message 1.4 CommandExecutor : boolean executeCommand 
Method head( 
String[] commands 
, String filename 
) 
This message executes the shutdown string array command “shutdown –h now”. 
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3.4Subsystem sequence – Verify system requirements 
This system sequence is part of the ”Schedule build” system sequence diagram. It was considered that this 
part of the system is a precondition for being able to bootstrap a VM on a worker node. It is an important 
part of the VN host to logs detailed information needed when analyzing the results of a build. 
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3.4.1System message 1.4 currentHypervisor : DetectionPhase : boolean runCommands 
Method head( 
long diskSpace 
, long memory 
, String eticsUrl 
) 
This message attains the WorkerNode object by calling its Singleton pattern method getInstance and 
invokes the method 
 

3.4.2 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getOperatingSystem 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
 

3.4.3 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getOperatingSystemName 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
 

3.4.4 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getOperatingSystemVersion 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
 

3.4.5 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getCurrentUser 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
 

3.4.6 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getArchitecture 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
 

3.4.7 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getJavaVendor 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
 

3.4.8 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : String getCurrentDirectory 
Method head() 
This message gets the operating system detected by the Java operating system. The detected name will be 
written to the log as a formatted string. 
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3.4.9 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : boolean hasMinimumDiskspace 
Method head 
( 
long requirement 
) 
 

3.4.10 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : boolean hasMinimumMemory 
Method head 
( 
long requirement 
) 

 

3.4.11 System message 1.4 system : WorkerNode : boolean isEticsConnected 
Method head 
( 
String eticsUrl 
) 

 

3.4.12 System message 1.4 : CommandExecutor : boolean runCommands 
Method head 
( 
String[] commands 
) 
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3.5Image preparation installer 
Not completed. 
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3.6Design class model VN host 
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3.7Description VN host design classes 

3.7.1Description Main class 
The Main class contains a static method for launching the VN host and resides in the view package. It 
provides a command line interface for bootstrapping a VM and require the “--name” argument for the VM 
image name to be bootstrapped. If the “—help” argument is provided, it will write information to the 
console on the VM naming convention and how to use the VN host application. If the argument given 
could not be interpreted by the interface, the bootstrapperTip string is written to the console, which is a hint 
on how to get the help string written to the console. In case no input argument is given it will simply output 
an expression on the syntax that the VN host uses. When executed with a VM name argument it instantiates 
a VirtualMachineHost object with this argument. The main class contains a support method for parsing the 
user input and one method for launching the VN host when the input is considered to be correct. 

There is a one to one relationship between the main class and the VirtualMachineHost. 

3.7.2Description VirtualMachineHost class 
This is a reasonable large class which uses the Singleton pattern and controls the bootstrap process as 
discussed in the controller section. It is contained in the same package as the main class, the controller 
package. 
 
Attributes: 
The imageName variable is a private string that holds the VM name provided upon execution of the main 
class. There is also a protected instance of the VirtualMachineHost according to the Singleton pattern.  
Constructor: 
The constructor takes one argument, as mentioned in the description of the main class – this is the 
constructor that is used when deploying a VM and initiates the deployment. 

3.7.3Description WorkerNode class 
The class name WorkerNode has been chosen from the common terminology at CERN where the 
computers in the LHC Computing Grid is seen as nodes providing computing resources and is therefore 
referred to as worker nodes. This class represents the worker node the VN host is deployed onto and its 
resources. It resides in the System package and utilizes the Singleton pattern.  
 
The following methods access the Java API for obtaining information on the environment: 
 

• logOperatingSystemName 
• logOperatingSystemVersion 
• logArchitecture 
• logCurrentUser 
• logCurrentDirectory 
• logJavaVendor 
• hasMinimumDiskspace 
• hasMinimumMemory 

 
The exceptions is the methods; getOperatingSystem, hasQemuImgConv, isVirtualMachine and 
isEticsConnected. These methods attempt to use generic ways to determine the environment the worker 
node provides. 
 
The WorkerNode class and its checkWorkerNode method is intended to be accessible to verify the 
resources at any time in order to verify that the necessary resources are available, as this can change if 
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another job on the worker node is interfering. 
 

3.7.4Description Message class 
The Message class resides in the datatransferobjects package and is made Serializable. The Message object 
acts as an information carrier between the host and the client enabling the sending of messages, operation 
codes and files. It encapsulates the information to be transferred and  
 
Attributes: 
The Message class was made with the objective to provide a versatile and extendable communication 
protocol. For further development of the VN system it is very important to understand how the protocol 
uses the operation codes on the host and client side. The Message class contains the following public 
operation codes which is part of the communication protocol. 
 
    public static final int ILLEGAL_OPERATION = -1; 
    public static final int CONFIRM_MESSAGE = 0; 
    public static final int VM_READY = 1; 
    public static final int TRANSFER_BATCH_FILE = 2; 
    public static final int TRANSFER_BATCH_RESULTS = 3; 
    public static final int REDIRECT_PORT = 4; 
    public static final int SHUTDOWN = 4; 
 
These operation codes are used by the protocol to interpret the message and determine the correct response 
which depends on weather it is handled on the host or client side. The handling of the operation codes and 
messages is processed in the ConnectionHandler class.  
 
The message string variable is optional and is not handled by the protocol but is written to the log for 
easing readability if there would be a need for analysis or debugging when doing further development. 
 
The filename string is the name of the file to be written / read and must be a valid file. 
 
There is two methods for attaching and detaching files associated with a message, readObject and 
writeObject. These two methods handle the reading and writing of a serializable Message instance. The 
methods needs to buffer the bytes being sent and is set by the variable which is declared private static final 
int BUFFER_SIZE = 4096. 
 
Get and set methods is available for all non-final variables. 
 

3.7.5Description ClientConnection class 
The ClientConnection class handles the communication with the VN client through a socket connection. It 
resides in the communication package and implements the Runnable interface, enabling it to run in its own 
thread. The class holds two methods, one made for receiving incoming messages and a method for sending 
messages. Since the VN host is responsible for initiating the communication with the VN client, it is 
necessary to provide the IP-address and port number of the deployed VM which the VN client is running 
on. Therefore, the constructor takes in these two parameters to making the sendMessage method capable to 
connect to the VM. The listening socket is contained in the run method which overrides the Runnable 
interface enabling it to run in its own thread. 
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Attributes: 
The ClientConnection class holds the IP-address string and the port number integer (primitive) needed to 
establish a connection. Upon a successful connection the class will allocate the Socket which was declared 
as null type. In addition the class also holds the private ObjectInputStream needed to read incoming 
messages, and the private ObjectOutputStream needed to send messages.  
 
Regarding port numbers, there are issues of firewalls on the client side blocking incoming connections 
from the host. The port used should therefore be in the Ephemeral range of the client – which varies on 
different operating systems. IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) suggests using the port range 
49152 to 65535 as "dynamic and/or private ports." 
 
With this explanation of the connections and messages, the handling of them is next, in the description of 
the ConnectionHandler class. 
  

3.7.6Description ConnectionHandler class 
The ConnectionHandler is a controller class for the ClientConnection class. It is a Singleton class which 
holds the method determineResponse that is a protocol for communication with the VN client and the 
startCommunication method for initiating the communication with the client. The constructor takes no 
arguments. 
 
The startCommunication method will start a new ClientConnection thread when invoked so that the 
response to the messages sent by the host can be read. The clientConnection instance is held and controlled 
trough this class which provides the necessary operations startCommunication and stopCommunication.  
 

3.7.7Description Phase class 
The Phase class is never instantiated and acts as a super class for the subclasses that extends it. It resides in 
the utilities.execution.phases package. 
 
The class has two constructors, one that takes a string array as input parameter, and one that takes two input 
parameters. The first takes the tokenized string that makes up a command. The latter takes a 
VirtualMachine parent and the command string array. 
 
An important part of this class is the synchronized runCommands method that returns a Boolean value 
representing the execution outcome. The synchronized keyword should not be necessary since there is only 
one thread running the commands, but is added in order to ensure that also for future development, that two 
threads never will utilize the method at the same time, which can disturb the sequential execution of the VN 
host. The method will run all commands available by looping through the ArrayList where each element 
holds a string array and execute the command by retrieving the Runtime object. The commands and output 
is written to the log. There is also get and set methods associated with the ArrayList that hold the 
commands. 
 
The toString method writes all commands to the log for analysis.  
 
Making the subclasses extend this class eases the handling of the phases attached to the VirtualMachine 
class. Extending the Phase class allows simplifying the operations and complexity needed for retrieving the 
objects, storing them in a common data structure, comparing the subclasses and reducing the time of 
writing the code. It also has advantages for readability and understanding of the source code. 
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3.7.8Description DetectionPhase class 
This class extends the Phase class and implements the Comparable interface.  
 

3.7.9Description VirtualMachine class 
The VirtualMachine class resides in the datatransferobjects package and the constructor takes two 
parameters, the name of the platform and the parent hypervisor object. Both are stored with private access 
within the class and only the parent hypervisor is accessible through its get method.  
 
Each VirtualMachine object holds at least two Phase objects in its private ArrayList, where the addPhase 
and addPhases methods allows adding either a single phase or multiple phases to a VirtualMachine object. 
The getPhase method takes a Phase object that is used as a reference to compare if it is of the same class as 
the phases sought and returns a LinkedList of the phases found.  
 
When invoking the canBeUsed method it will replace all the keywords derived from the bootstrapper.xml 
according to the respective key – value in the keyword Hashmap declared private.  
 
There is also an overridden toString method, inherited from the Object class that is used to write the 
selected configuration to the log file when the VM is deployed, enabling post analysis of the deployment.  
 
The class implements the Comparable interface and overrides the compareTo method of that interface. This 
enables the instances of the VirtualMachine class to be sorted by the Collections API, by calling the sort 
method. For example, in case a comparison of two VirtualMachine objects where one is a “DEFAULT”-
configuration and the other is a specific configuration, the specific will take precedence and be placed 
above the other in the list. The compareTo method also references the parent hypervisor in order to 
determine the best configuration of a Hypervisor-VirtualMachine, compared to another Hypervisor-
VirtualMachine pair which is described in the next section, the close relative Hypervisor class, parent of the 
VirtualMachine class in XML terminology. 
 

3.7.10Description Hypervisor class 
This class is a data transfer object and is contained in the datatransferobjects package. The constructor takes 
two string parameters, the hypervisor name and version, which each have a get method for other instances 
that need these attributes. It holds an ArrayList over all the VM configurations defined as children to this 
hypervisor in the bootstrapper.xml. The xml parser can theoretically instantiate an unlimited number of 
hypervisor instances, each containing one or more VM instances. The VM class (children) utilizes these 
parameters when evaluating the hypervisors usability on a worker node which was described in the 
previous section. For this reason the Hypervisor class implements the Comparable interface and provide the 
ability of utilizing the sort method of the Collection it is contained. For example, assume that a worker 
node is running the KVM hypervisor version 1.0 and the VN host needs to select the best configuration of a 
SLC_GCC4.3 configuration (a common platform). If the bootstrapper.xml provide the two hypervisor 
alternatives KVM 1.1 and KVM 0.9 it would probably be best to run the latest version available. The 
compareTo method of the VirtualMachine class will then call upon the compareTo method of the 
Hypervisor class which weighs the characters of the string and returns the one with the highest score.  
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3.8Design class model VN  
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3.9Design class model image preparation installer 

 
Figur 9 – Unfinished model of image preparation installer 


